Filter Integrity
Test Methods
This booklet is designed to provide a basic understanding of methods for testing the integrity of Millipore membrane filters and filter systems. Sterilizing-grade filters (0.22 µm pore size) are used as examples because they must meet the most exacting requirements. Test methods, however, can be applied to all Millipore membrane filters and final filter systems in general.

The ultimate measure of a sterilizing filter’s performance is bacterial retention. In the Millipore bacterial retention test, 0.22 µm discs and devices are challenged with a solution of culture medium containing bacteria *Brevundimonas diminuta* ATCC 19146) in the range of $10^7$ per cm² (just short of clogging the filter). The effluent is then passed through a second 0.45 µm filter disc which is placed on an agar plate and incubated. This test is conducted on accordance with HIMA methodology.

A section of a typical second filter is shown below left. No colonies appear, demonstrating that no bacteria passed through the first filter. The section shown below right is from a typical second filter used in a similar test except that the first filter was 0.45 µm in pore size. The colonies on the filter surface confirm that the test bacteria were smaller than 0.45 µm since they passed through the first filter.
Integrity testing sterilizing filters is a fundamental requirement of critical process filtration applications in the pharmaceutical industry. FDA Guidelines require integrity testing of filters used in the processing of sterile solutions such as large volume parenterals (LVPs) and small volume parenterals (SVPs). The FDA also requires corresponding testing documentation be included with batch product records.

Two classifications of integrity testing are destructive and non-destructive. Millipore’s practice is to perform destructive testing as a lot release criteria on samples from each manufacturing lot of all fabricated sterilizing-grade filter products, and nondestructive testing on each sterilizing-grade filter prior to sale to insure its integrity.

**Destructive Testing**

Millipore performs destructive bacterial challenge testing in accordance with ASTM F838-83 methodology. Destructive challenge testing is the best way to determine a sterilizing filter’s ability to retain bacteria. Bacterial challenge testing provides assurance that the membrane and fabricated device meet the critical performance criteria of a sterilizing filter. The test is performed on a statistical sample of each lot of membrane and fabricated devices produced.

During the Millipore bacterial retention test, 0.22 µm filter discs and devices are challenged with a solution of culture medium containing bacteria (*Brevundimonas diminuta* ATCC 19146) at a minimum challenge of $10^7$ per cm$^2$. The effluent is then passed through a second 0.45 µm assay filter disc that is placed on an agar plate and incubated.

**Non-Destructive Testing**

Non-destructive testing may be done on filters before and after use. Integrity testing sterilizing filters before use monitors filter integrity prior to batch processing, preventing use of a non-integral filter. Integrity testing sterilizing filters after a batch has been filtered can detect if the integrity of the filter has been compromised during the process. Detecting a failed filter alerts operators to a problem immediately after batch processing, eliminating delay and allowing rapid reprocessing.

There are three types of non-destructive testing – the bubble point test, the diffusion test, and the waterflow integrity test for hydrophobic filters (HydroCorr™ Test). The pressure hold, forward flow, and pressure decay tests are variations of the diffusion test. The stringent requirements of the pharmaceutical industry dictate that nondestructive filter integrity testing must be performed in each sterilizing application.

To be able to use an in-process non-destructive integrity test, physical tests were developed that correlate to the bacterial challenge test. A specification for the physical test correlates directly to the bacterial challenge test. Once this correlation is established, it is determined that a cartridge passing the physical test is an integral sterilizing filter.

**Bubble Point Test**

The most widely used non-destructive integrity test is the bubble point test (see box). Bubble point is based on the fact that liquid is held in the pores of the filter by surface tension and capillary forces. The minimum pressure required to force liquid out of the pores is a measure of the pore diameter.

\[
P = 4k \cos \theta \frac{\sigma}{d}
\]

- $P$ = bubble point pressure
- $d$ = pore diameter
- $k$ = shape correction factor
- $\theta$ = liquid-solid contact angle
- $\sigma$ = surface tension

**Bubble Point Procedure:**

1. Wet the filter with the appropriate fluid, typically water for hydrophilic membranes or an alcohol/water mixture for hydrophobic membranes.
2. Pressurize the system to about 80% of the expected bubble point pressure which is stated in the manufacturer’s literature.
3. Slowly increase the pressure until rapid continuous bubbling is observed at the outlet.
4. A bubble point value lower than the specification is an indication of one of the following:
   - fluid with different surface tension than the recommended test fluid
   - integral filter, but wrong pore size
   - high temperature
   - incompletely wetted membrane
   - non-integral membrane or seal
**Diffusion Test**

At differential gas pressures below the bubble point, gas molecules migrate through the water-filled pores of a wetted membrane following Fick's Law of Diffusion. The gas diffusional flow rate for a filter is proportional to the differential pressure and the total surface area of the filter. At a pressure approximately 80% of the minimum bubble point, the gas which diffuses through the membrane is measured to determine a filter's integrity. The flow of gas is very low in small area filters, but it is significant in large area filters. Maximum diffusional flow specifications have been determined for specific membranes and devices and are used to predict bacterial retention test results.

Where:

\[ K = \text{Diffusivity/Solubility coefficient} \]
\[ P_1, P_2 = \text{Pressure difference across the system} \]
\[ P = \text{Membrane porosity} \]
\[ L = \text{Effective path length} \]
\[ A = \text{Membrane area} \]
\[ DF = \text{Diffusional Flow} \]

\[ DF = K (P_1 - P_2) \frac{A}{P} \frac{L}{L} \]

**Pressure Hold Testing**

The Pressure Hold Test, also known as pressure decay or pressure drop test, is a variation of the diffusion test. In this test, a highly accurate gauge is used to monitor upstream pressure changes due to gas diffusion through the filter. Because there is no need to measure gas flow downstream of the filter, any risk to downstream sterility is eliminated.

The pressure hold value is dependent on the diffusional flow and upstream volume. It can be calculated using the following equation:

\[ \text{Pressure Hold} = \frac{D (T) (P_a)}{V_h} = \Delta P \]

**Diffusion Test Procedure**

1. Thoroughly wet the filter with appropriate test fluid, typically water for hydrophilic membranes or an alcohol/water mixture for hydrophobic membranes.
2. Slowly increase pressure on the upstream side of the filter to the recommended test pressure provided by the manufacturer, typically at least 80% of the minimum bubble point specification.
3. Allow the system to equilibrate.
4. Measure the gas flow at the outlet for one minute with an inverted graduated cylinder or a flow meter.
5. A diffusional flow reading higher than the specification is an indication of one of the following:
   - wrong pore size
   - temperature other than ambient
   - incompletely wetted membrane
   - non-integral membrane or seal
   - liquid/gas combination different than the recommended fluids
   - inadequate stabilization time

Pressure hold testing is the method employed by most automated integrity test systems, including the Millipore Integritest® II Plus system. The Integritest II Plus system is accurate to 0.28 mbar [0.004 psi] which makes it ideal for measuring the typically small 7 mbar/min [0.1 psi/min] changes in upstream pressure. The Integritest II Plus system can also determine bubble point by measuring changes in upstream pressure, and conduct a water flow integrity test on hydrophobic filters.
Because the bacterial retention test is destructive, a more practical, non-destructive test is used for confirming the integrity of sterilizing membrane filters and filter systems. Millipore filters are non-fibrous membranes containing millions of capillary pores. Although the pores are highly irregular and tortuous in shape configuration, they are carefully controlled for effective pore diameter and function as capillary tubes. In a non-destructive test, as in the bubble point test, the pores can be thought of as capillary tubes.

The Bubble Point Test is based on the fact that liquid is held in a capillary tube by surface tension. The minimum gas pressure required to force liquid out of the tube is a direct function of tube diameter.

The pressure required to force liquid out of a liquid-filled capillary must be sufficient to overcome surface tension and is a direct measure of effective tube diameter.
The bubble point test is a sensitive visual technique and is performed routinely as part of the Millipore Quality Assurance Program.

In the illustration above, a wet Millipore microporous membrane filter is placed in a fixture and flushed with water, thereby filling the pores. Compressed air enters beneath the filter and the pressure increased gradually to a point where water displaced from the pores with the largest effective diameter. When this occurs, a steady stream of bubbles appears in the water above the filter.

The bubble point test detects minor filter defects and out-of-size pores and correlates with the bacteria passage test.

The above illustration depicts a membrane that was manufactured out of spec. When the air pressure is increased to 30 psi, bubbles begin to appear in the water above the defective area. This is a clear indication of a defect since the minimum acceptable bubble point pressure for this particular membrane is 50 psi as correlated to bacterial retention.
An in-process bubble point test will detect damaged membranes, ineffective seals, system leaks and distinguish filter pore sizes. The illustration shows a bubble point test run with a Durapore® 0.22 µm filter.

For an in-process bubble point test, pressure from a nitrogen source forces liquid from a pressure vessel to fully wet the membrane filter.

Once all the liquid has been passed through the membrane filter, gas is in contact with the filter surface. The pores and downstream tubing are still full of water.

When the applied pressure reaches the bubble point pressure of the filter, liquid is displaced from the filter pores.
The three tests below are easy to use and have proved reliable in many thousands of tests to confirm the integrity of low volume or low surface area devices. Bubble point testing is the basis of two standard ASTM methods for determining filter pore size characteristics.

Bubble point test of low volume systems where bubbles can be seen in the receiving vessel. The bubble point pressure is the pressure at which bubbles first appear from a submerged inlet tube in the receiving vessel.

Bubble point test of low volume system where bubbles cannot be seen in the receiving vessel. The bubble point pressure at which a steady stream of bubbles is seen passing through the transparent section of tubing.

Bubble point test of low volume system where bubbles cannot be seen in fixed plumbing. The bubble point pressure is the pressure at which a steady stream of bubbles first appears from a submerged inlet tube in the container. This type of measurement technique is difficult to do without compromising sterility.
In high volume systems with final filter surface areas of 0.19 m² (2 ft²) or greater, a Diffusion Test is recommended.

In a wetted membrane filter under pressure, gas molecules migrate through the water-filled pores at differential pressures below the bubble point pressure of the filter by a diffusion process following Fick's Law of Diffusion. The overall rate of diffusion is proportional to the surface area of the membrane in the filter. In small area filters, this flow of air is very low, but in the large area filters used in high volume systems, it is significant and can be measured to perform a sensitive filter integrity test.

The diffusion test is based on the fact that gas will diffuse through the pores of a fully wetted filter. This diffusion rate is proportional to different pressure and surface area. When the pressure begins to exceed the bubble point of the filter, bulk gas flow results. There are orders of magnitude of difference between diffusional flow and bulk flow.

The flow of gas is limited to diffusion through water-filled pores below the bubble point pressure of the filter under test. At the bubble point pressure, the water in the pores is forced out and bulk gas flows freely through the filter.
In the diffusion test, pressure is typically applied at 80% of the bubble point pressure of the filter under test. When there is liquid downstream of the filter, the volume of gas flow is determined by measuring the flow rate of displaced water.

Displaced water is collected in a graduated cylinder and by using a stopwatch, the rate of diffusion is measured in milliliters of water per minute. This rate is then compared to a standard established for the particular filter system.

The rate of diffusion can also be measured by a gas flow meter.

A more sensitive gas flow measurement technique for the diffusion test than illustrated in the previous figure is show above. In this example, the downstream side is drained prior to the measurement, which is done with a sensitive flow meter.
In industrial settings, the flow rate is often measured on the upstream side of the filter with an automated instrument. Upstream Measurements do not require a tap into the sterile downstream side.

The measurement technique used by many automated devices is pressure decay. After that gas on the upstream side is pressurized to the desired test pressure, the device isolates the filter from the gas source and measures the rate of pressure decay resulting from gas leaving the upstream side of the filter housing. This decay rate can be converted to the standard volumetric flow rate expression for the diffusion rate via the ideal gas law.

Applying pressure at 80% of the filter bubble point pressure validates the Durapore filter’s integrity. There would be a dramatic increase in gas (and water) flow at this pressure if these were damaged membranes, wrong pore size filters, ineffective seals or systems leaks.
To Place an Order or Receive Technical Assistance
For information on test pressures and bubble points for specific filters, consult the manufacturer’s specification. For Millipore filters, call our Technical Services Department at one of the numbers listed below.
Our Application Specialists will provide technical assistance in setting up filter test methods tailored to specific systems and process conditions.

Millipore Worldwide

AUSTRALIA Millipore Australia Pty. Ltd./9A Byfield Street/North Ryde/NSW 2113/Tel. 1 800 222 111 (toll free) or (02) 9888 8999/Fax (02) 9878 0788
AUSTRIA, CENTRAL EUROPE, C.I.S., AFRICA, MIDDLE EAST AND GULF Millipore Ges.m.b.H./Hitzinger Hauptstrasse 145/A-1130 Wien, Austria/Tel. (43) 1 877 8926/Fax (43) 1 877 16-54

BALTIC COUNTRIES Millipore Oy/Ruukinkatu 4/Fin-02320 Espoo, Finland/Tel. +358 9 804 5110/Fax +358 9 256 5660
BELGIUM AND LUXEMBOURG Millipore S.A. -N.V./Rue de la Fussée 60/Raketsstraat 6/B-1130 Brussels/Tel. (02) 726 88 40/Fax (02) 726 98 84
BRAZIL Millipore Indústria e Comércio Ltda./Rua Prof. Campos de Oliveira, 430/CEP 04675-100/Sao Paulo-SP/Tel. (011) 548-7011/Fax (011) 548-7923

CANADA Millipore, Integritest and Durapore are registered trademarks of Millipore Corporation or an affiliated company.

CANADA Analytical Division: Millipore (Canada) Ltd./54 Antares Drive, Suite 280/Nepean, Ontario K2E 7V5/Tel. 1-800-645-5476/Fax 1-800-645-5439
BioProcess Division: Millipore (Canada) Ltd./109 Woodbine Downs Blvd, Unit 5/ Etobicoke, Ontario M9W 6Y1/Tel. 1-800-645-5476/Fax 1-800-645-5439
Laboratory Water Division: Millipore (Canada) Ltd./6485 Airport Road/Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1E4/Tel. 1-800-645-5476/Fax 1-800-645-5439

CHINA, PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF China, People’s Republic of

Beijing: Millipore China Ltd./Room 302 Office Bldg./Asia Jinjiang Hotel/B Xinzhuang Xiye /Gongti Bei Lu/Beijing 100027/Tel. (86-10) 6500863/Fax (86-10) 65007372

Shanghai: Millipore China Ltd./Suite 901 Hong Kong Plaza (S)/283 Huai Hai Hai Road [M]/Shanghai 200021/Tel. (86-21) 5306-9100/Fax (86-21) 5306-0838

CZECH REPUBLIC Millipore spol. s r.o./Ricanova 21/16900 Praha 6/Tel. 02-205 138 41/02-205 138 42/Fax 02-205 142 94

DENMARK Millipore A/S/Odinsevej 9-19, st./2600 Glostrup/Tel. 70 10 00 23/Fax 70 10 13

FINLAND Millipore Oy/Ruukinkatu 4/02320 Espoo/Tel. (09) 804 5110/Fax (09) 256 5660

FRANCE Millipore S.A./BP 307/78054 Saint-Quentin/Yvelines CEDEX/Tel. (01) 30.12.70.00/Fax (01) 30.12.71.80

GERMANY Millipore GmbH/Hauptstrasse 87/65760 Eschborn/Tel. (06196) 494-0/Fax (06196) 43901

HUNGARY Millipore Kft./Andor u. 47-49/1119 Budapest/Tel. 1-205 9784/Fax 1-205 9792

INDIA Millipore (India) Pvt. Ltd./SOA 2nd Phase Ring Road/Peenya/560 058 Bangalore/Tel. (91) 80-839 46 57/Fax (91) 80-843 64 35

ITALIA Milano: Millipore S.p.A./Via Xi Febbraio, 99/20090 Vialebella/Tel. 02 25 07 81/Fax 02 26 50 32

 ROMA: Millipore S.p.A./Via D. Sansotta 100/00144 Roma/Tel. (06) 52 03 60/Fax (06) 52 95 735

JAPAN Millipore Ltd./Mita Kukusa Bldg./4-28, Mita 1-Chome/Mita-ku/Tokyo 108/Tel. (03) 5442-9773/Fax (03) 5442-9736 (BioProcess Division)/Fax (03) 5442-9737 (Laboratory Water Division)

KOREA Millipore Korea Co., Ltd./Suite 711, Korea City Air Terminal Building/159-6, Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku/Seoul 135-728/Tel. (822) 551-0990/Fax (822) 551-0990

MALAYSIA Millipore Asia Ltd./Suite 3.03 Wisma KT/No. 14 Jalan 19/1/46300 Petaling Jaya/Selangor/Tel. (6 5) 842 1822/Fax (65) 842 4988

MEXICO Millipore S.A. de C.V./Ings. Militares B5-PB/Calle Argentina Poniente/11230 Mexico, D.F./Tel. (55) 576-9688/Fax (55) 576-8706

THE NETHERLANDS Millipore B.V./Penningweg 33/Rotterodam 166/4870 AD Etten-Leur/N.B./Tel. 076-5022000/Fax 076-5022436

NORWAY Millipore AS/Postbox 11500/1107 Oslo/Tel. 22 67 82 53/Fax 22 66 04 60

POLAND Millipore Sp.z.o.o./ul. Jarodworska 7/01745 Warszawa/Tel. 22-669 12 25/22-667 13 81/Fax 22-663 70.53

PUERTO RICO Milipore Cidra Inc./P.O. Box 11977/Cidra, P.R. 00739-1977/Tel. (787) 273-8495/Fax (787) 747-6553

SINGAPORE Millipore Singapore Pte Ltd./31 Kaki Bukit Road 3/#06-08/11 Techlink/Singapore 417818/Tel. (65) 842 1822/Fax (65) 842 4988

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL Madrid: Millipore Iberica, S.A./Avda. Ilano Castellano,13-3º/28034 Madrid/Tel. 917 283 960/Fax 917 292 909

Barcelona: Millipore Iberica, S.A./Balmes, 89-91, 8º/08008 Barcelona/Tel. 934 525 530/Fax 934 516 048

SWEDEN Millipore AB/Box 7090/172 07 Sundbyberg/Tel. 08 62 69 60/Fax 08 628 64 57

SWITZERLAND Millipore AG/Chriesbaumstrasse 6/8604 Volketswil/Tel. (01) 908 30-60/Fax (01) 908 30-80

Lausanne: Millipore SA/Chemin de Maillefer 43/1052 Le Mont sur Lausanne/Tel. (021) 648 51 18/Fax (021) 648 51 37

TAINAN Taipei: Millipore Asia Ltd./Unit #270, 7th fl./33 Sec. 3 Jen Ai Road/Taipei 10628/Tel. (886-2) 700-1742/Fax (886-2) 755-3267

Han Chi City: Millipore Asia Ltd./2F., No. 8, Lane 99/Pu-Ding Road/Rm. Chu City, Tel. (886-3) 571-0178/Fax (886-3) 572-9520

U.K. AND IRELAND Millipore (U.K.) Ltd./The Boulevard/Blackmoor Lane/Watford, Hertfordshire WD1 8YW/Tel. (01923) 816375/Fax (01923) 818297

U.S.A. Millipore Corporation/80 Ashby Road/Bedford, MA 01730-2271/Tel. (781) 533-5000/Fax (781) 533-3110

In All Other Countries

MILLIPORE INTERTECH P.O. Box 255/Bedford, MA 01730 U.S.A./Tel. +1 (781) 533-6822/Fax +1 (781) 533-8630
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